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Abstract

Therapy of invasive aspergillosis is becoming more difficult due to the emergence of azole
resistance in Aspergillus fumigatus. A majority of resistant strains carries mutations in
the CYP51A gene. Due to a lack of sensitivity of culture-based methods, molecular detec-
tion of A. fumigatus has become an important diagnostic tool. We set up the database
FunResDB (www.nrz-myk.de/funresdb) to gather all available information about CYP51A-
dependent azole resistance from published literature. In summary, the screening resulted
in 79 CYP51A variants, which are linked to 59 nonsynonymous mutations. A tailor-made
online sequence analysis tool allows for genotypic susceptibility testing of A. fumigatus.
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Therapy of invasive aspergillosis is becoming more diffi-
cult due to the emergence of azole resistance in Aspergillus
fumigatus. A majority of resistant strains carries muta-
tions in the CYP51A gene. Due to a lack of sensitivity
of culture-based methods, molecular detection of A. fu-
migatus has become an important diagnostic tool. We set
up the database FunResDB (www.nrz-myk.de/funresdb) to
gather all available information about CYP51A-dependent
azole resistance from published literature. In summary, the
screening resulted in 79 CYP51A variants, which are linked

to 59 nonsynonymous mutations. A tailor-made online
sequence analysis tool allows for genotypic susceptibility
testing of A. fumigatus.

The worldwide emergence of azole resistance in As-
pergillus fumigatus has become a major concern for the
clinical management of invasive aspergillosis.1,2 Muta-
tions in the target protein lanosterol 14 alpha-demethylase
(CYP51A) can lead to partial or complete azole resistance,
which in turn may increase the risk of therapeutic fail-
ure.3,4 The most frequently occurring mutation conferring
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Figure 1. (A) Number of publications found in PubMed for search query ‘Aspergillus fumigatus CYP51A azole resistance’ grouped by year of
publication. (B) Comparison of the frequency of mutated CYP51A protein positions on the basis of reported azole-resistant genotypes in curated
publications.

pan-azole resistance leads to replacement of leucine by histi-
dine at position 98 in combination with a promoter tandem
repeat (TR34/L98H).5 However, several mutations at other
positions also confer resistance and the number of publi-
cations describing such mutations has risen exponentially
(Fig. 1).6 On the other hand, there are point mutations in
CYP51A that do not result in azole-resistance. As culture re-
mains negative in more than 50% of invasive aspergillosis
cases and the reference methodology for phenotypic sus-
ceptibility testing is not routinely used in most diagnostic
laboratories, molecular tools for detection of mutations me-
diating resistance have become a major focus of interest.
This situation is comparable to viral susceptibility testing,
which is routinely performed by genotyping and is used to
predict drug resistance, analyze treatment failure, and help
in guiding second-line and salvage therapies.7 In human im-
munodeficiency virus (HIV), genotypic resistance testing is
evaluated using online databases that include known
genotype-phenotype correlations. These databases are es-
sential tools for individual susceptibility testing but also
for surveillance of drug resistance.8 Here, we set up Fun-
ResDB, a database which collects and stores all available

information about CYP51A-dependent A. fumigatus drug
resistance. A web application is available on the web server
of the German National Reference Center for Invasive
Fungal Infections (http://www.nrz-myk.de/funresdb). Fun-
ResDB includes an online bioinformatics tool that enables
automated sequence analysis and genotyping for clinical
sequence data.

The database stores all relevant data including the essen-
tial information about azole drug susceptibility, amino acid
substitutions, and literature references. All content was ob-
tained by comprehensive manual screening of biomedical
publications. The web application is structured in the main
sections ‘Search’ and ‘Explore.’ On the search page, users
first select a reference gene (CYP51A by default) and then
either enter (i) corresponding isolated genetic sequences or
(ii) mutation names (e.g., L98H) to search the database. In
the first case, a custom sequence analysis tool is initiated,
which is described below, in order to determine mutations
from input-reference gene alignment. After submitting the
search query, the resulting table presents matching fungal
strains including their individual mutations, drug suscepti-
bility levels, and publication references. For A. fumigatus
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CYP51A, we obtained the reference sequence from Gen-
bank (AF338659). Nucleotide triplets of aligned regions
are translated into amino acids using the reading frame of
the reference sequence. In the last step, input and reference
protein sequence are compared to identify amino acid alter-
ations in the input. In case of an unexpected high number
of amino acid substitutions in the input sequence our tool
issues a warning to suggest double-checking of quality and
origin of the input sequences. If a 5′ upstream region is
provided, this subsequence is checked for tandem repeats
using the etandem tool from Emboss toolbox. As a default
setting, tandem repeats with a length of at least 20 bp will
be reported on the result page.

Database content was compiled by manual curation of
biomedical publications obtained from PubMed database.
We retrieved relevant publications by querying the search
terms ‘Aspergillus fumigatus AND (CYP51 or CYP51A)
AND azole AND resistance’ and manually screened all re-
sulting 190 publications to extract information about iso-
lates, drug resistance and nonsynonymous mutations in
the CYP51A protein sequence (for complete literature list
see supplemental material). Overall, the current version of
the database contains data for 79 distinct A. fumigatus
CYP51A genotypes, which are linked to 59 nonsynony-
mous mutations. Importantly, the database also contains
information on known mutations that are not linked to re-
sistance, to inform users on phenotypically silent mutations.
Furthermore, three tandem repeats of the upstream inter-
genic region denoted as TR34, TR46, TR53 are reported,
each of them is known to contribute to the resistance phe-
notype.1 In the web interface, all mutations can be searched
and FunResDB automatically retrieves all published litera-
ture for any mutation.

In order to facilitate mutation detection, FunResDB pro-
vides a mutation search tool which analyzes input DNA se-
quences (FASTA or plain text format) and returns detected
amino acid alterations in a straightforward manner. Cur-
rently, any subsequence of A. fumigatus CYP51A with a
minimal length of 50 bp is allowed as an input. After sub-
mission, sequences are aligned and translated. The result
page contains a list of altered protein positions and a corre-
sponding resistance data table summarizing all available lit-
erature data in a compact format. It also includes additional
information to guide the interpretation of the susceptibility
data, especially for ambiguous phenotypes. Furthermore,
our tool performs a tandem repeat search in the 5′ proxi-
mal upstream region of the input sequence. Multiple copies
of subsequences in the promoter region of A. fumigatus
CYP51A have been associated with azole resistance.

For database evaluation we conducted a batch analysis
of all A. fumigatus CYP51A sequences available on NCBI
Genbank database (n = 150).9 In sum, 18 sequences (12%)

were correctly identified to contain mutations, which are
associated with azole resistance in the database. Addition-
ally, the FunResDB tool detected a novel mutation (S496T),
which has not yet been described in the literature. The
corresponding Genbank entry (KT231984) quotes unpub-
lished data, and the respective mutation will be added to
the database once the data are published.

In conclusion, FunResDB is the first publically available
web application for the analysis of fungal drug susceptibility
based on genetic sequences. It provides both a repository for
drug susceptibility data as well as essential analysis tools.
The database constitutes a curated collection of data that
are widely scattered across the literature. With regular up-
dates, that are facilitated by an automated PubMed query
tool, the database also serves as a monitor for an anticipated
increase of resistant clinical isolates in the future and would
allow detection of rare or new mutations conferring resis-
tance. It should, however, be noted that there are limita-
tions: a variable percentage of azole resistance is not linked
to mutations in CYP51A.2 Therefore, report of a wild-type
CYP51A sequence does not infer susceptibility in all cases.
Furthermore, the database just reports on published asso-
ciations between genotype and phenotype. In most cases,
functional confirmation that a given mutation confers re-
sistance is missing. Despite this, the FunResDB sequence
analysis is a powerful tool that facilitates the search and
annotation of newly sequenced isolates and enables com-
parison with a large amount of available published isolates.
This way, genotypic susceptibility testing can be performed
as a routine task using a single analysis tool. Furthermore,
the flexible database setup enables future incorporation of
data for other fungal species and other types of resistance.
As an example, echinocandin resistance in Candida spp.
is emerging and in most cases mediated by point muta-
tions in the target genes (FKS1/2). Thus, FunResDB is ide-
ally suited to also incorporate FKS mutations and sequence
analyses.
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